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We have established Raman fingerprint of GaTe and GaSe to investigate their crys-

tal quality. As unencapsulated, they both oxidise in ambient conditions which can

be detected in their Raman analysis. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) anal-

ysis shows a good agreement with Raman analysis. 50-nm-thick Al2O3 encapsu-

lation layer deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) inhibits degradation in

ambient conditions. © 2017 Author(s). All article content, except where other-

wise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4973918]

2D materials including insulating h-BN, semi-metallic graphene and other semiconducting

layered metal chalcogenides are expected to provide new types of applications, for example to

next-generation nanoelectronics and optoelectronics. GaTe and GaSe belong to the III-VI group

of layered metal chalcogenides. Layered crystal structure of GaTe (GaSe) is formed by Te-Ga-Ga-

Te1 (Se-Ga-Ga-Se)2,3 tetra-layers (TLs). Since the thickness of single-layer GaTe (GaSe) is known to

be ∼0.75 nm1 (∼0.98 nm4,5), the flake thickness in nm corresponds roughly to the number of layers.

Two adjacent TLs are weakly coupled via van der Waals forces.

Up to date, among the layered metal chalcogenides, MoS2 is probably the most widely investi-

gated material for device applications due to its direct bandgap in monolayer film.6,7 Clear advantage

compared to MoS2 is that both GaTe and GaSe have a direct bandgap in the visible range (1.65 eV8–10

and 1.99 eV11,12), regardless of the thickness. The direct bandgap is certainly vital for optoelectronics.

Few-layer GaTe shows high prospect for transistor, photo and radiation detection applications1,13–16

for example, transistor fabricated from few-layer GaTe shows exceptionally high photoresponsivity

above 104 A/W,15 which is significantly few tens of order higher than that of graphene (0.13 A/W17),

pristine monolayer graphene (8.61 A/W18) or monolayer MoS2 (880 A/W19). Single- and few-layer

GaSe in transistor and photodetector applications has already been reported.2,4,5,20,21 Monolayer

MoS2 has also gathered significant interest in recent years in nonlinear optics, as the lack of inversion

symmetry yields non-vanishing second-order susceptibility.22,23 In order to have second harmonic

generation (SHG), it is essential to have material with broken inversion symmetry. Both GaTe and

GaSe exhibit such broken inversion symmetry regardless of the number of layers, N. This is an

exceptional characteristic compared to MoS2, where SHG can only be observed in case of monolayer

and odd N as the inversion symmetry is broken only in these cases.22 Even with odd N, the SHG

signal of MoS2 is significantly reduced with increasing N.22 The broken inversion symmetry that

persists in GaTe and GaSe regardless of N inspires to the study of those few-layer samples. Both

GaTe and GaSe are non-centrosymmetric 2D layered materials, where GaTe has a monoclinic crys-

tal structure, and in case of GaSe, it is hexagonal. The top and side views of the hexagonal GaSe

structure are presented in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b), and the monoclinic GaTe are presented in
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FIG. 1. The top and side views of the hexagonal GaSe (a), (b) and monoclinic GaTe (c), (d) structural models.

Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d). Strong second-harmonic generation (SHG) and third-harmonic genera-

tion (THG) have already been reported for few-layer GaTe24 and GaSe.25 Crystal non-centrosymmetry

is essential for SHG. As 2D materials, they provide additional advantages over bulk, such as atom-

ically thin layers provide a pathway towards novel responses arising from 2D heterostructures, for

example graphene-GaSe.26 However, the surface of GaTe and GaSe oxidize over time in ambient

condition. Recent reports have shown atmospheric induced degradation of optical properties of ultra-

thin GaSe.27 Thermally activated Ga vacancy defects in multilayer GaTe has been reported in field

effect transistor (FET) and phototransistor application.28 The thicknesses dependent PL of GaTe

and GaSe films has also been reported, where in both materials, PL shows a dramatic decrease of

intensity at a reduced film thickness due to non-radiative carrier escape via surface states. Thus,

the need for surface passivation of the GaTe and GaSe films has also been emphasized.29 Investiga-

tion of the crystal quality of 2D GaTe and GaSe using Raman fingerprint has not yet been studied

intensively.

In this study, we present a systematic Raman analysis to monitor the quality of GaTe and GaSe due

to oxidisation in ambient condition. The time dependent atmospheric degradation of these materials is

examined separately for both materials. We also carried out XPS analysis to understand the oxidisation

effect of GaTe and GaSe surfaces. Systematic stability study as a function of time was carried out

focusing on Raman fingerprint of few-layer GaTe and GaSe to identify their crystal quality, which

is vital to understand the oxidation process of the materials in ambient condition. It is also highly

beneficial to have a straightforward method to evaluate material quality. The Raman fingerprint

established in this study is therefore highly beneficial in this regard. We confirm that the 50 nm

ALD protects flakes from ambient oxidation, which can also be beneficial for device applications

and material integration point of view.

Raman active lattice vibrational modes of GaTe and GaSe have been investigated at room tem-

perature in the range from 50 cm-1 to 350 cm-1. We have recorded Raman spectra as a function of

time from freshly cleaved to several weeks old flakes stored in the ambient air. For each sample,

Raman and photoluminescence (PL) spectra were simultaneously recorded by LabRAM confocal

micro Raman system utilizing ∼6 mW of 514 nm and ∼3 mW of 633 nm lasers coupled to 100×/0.95

NA air objective resulting in a spot size of ∼1 µm. Measurements were carried out in ambient air at

room temperature. Figure 2 presents Raman spectra of GaTe and GaSe exhibiting the characteristic

responses of both of the materials. PL displays a maximum near 1.65 eV and 2 eV, which is consistent

with the bandgap of GaTe and GaSe, respectively.

About ten distinct Raman modes in the spectrum at 52 cm-1, 66 cm-1, 76 cm-1, 109 cm-1, 115 cm-1,

162 cm-1, 175 cm-1, 207 cm-1, 268 cm-1, and 282 cm-1 are observed from freshly cleaved GaTe as

shown in Figure 2(a) and match the reported data very well with the bulk GaTe.30 The peaks at 123 cm-1

and 140 cm-1 due to ambient oxidisation can be observed within few hours of exfoliation of GaTe,

which are slightly noticeable or nearly undetectable in freshly cleaved GaTe. Due to oxidisation, the

GaTe Raman peak and the PL intensities decrease whereas the new peaks at wavenumber 123 cm-1

and 140 cm-1 become prominent over time. Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c) show Raman and PL spectra,
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FIG. 2. Raman spectra of freshly cleaved GaTe (a) and GaSe (e) are presented. Raman shift is symbolized as ∆ω. Raman

spectrum and photoluminescence (PL) of freshly cleaved GaTe (b-c) and GaSe (f-g) are plotted as a function of oxidation

time. (d) Peaks at 123 cm-1 and 140 cm-1 due to ambient oxidisation are more prominent in thin (10 nm) GaTe even in few

hours of air exposure, whereas in the case of thin GaSe flake, the oxidised peak is non-detectable in Raman even after few

weeks of air exposure. (h) Laser enhanced oxidisation was carried out to oxidise GaSe intentionally because unlike GaTe,

GaSe shows slower oxidisation in ambient condition. The number of laser exposures is from 1 to 4.

respectively, as a function of oxidation time in ambient air. Eventually, entirely oxidised GaTe shows

only two Raman peaks at 123 cm-1 and 140 cm-1, while other peaks disappear. Thin flakes oxidise

entirely compared to the thicker ones within the same time frame as shown in Figure 2(d). It should

be noted that the two peaks at 123 cm-1 and 140 cm-1 match the reported data for the few-layer,30

multilayer15 and also bulk GaTe,15 where the flakes possibly oxidised already during the exfoliation

process.

Freshly cleaved GaSe shows four prominent peaks at 136 cm-1, 215 cm-1, 233 cm-1, and 309 cm-1

as shown in Figure 2(e). Due to oxidisation, amorphous selenium (a-Se) is formed at the surface which

exhibits a broad Raman peak near 253 cm-1 with a shoulder at 234 cm-1. This result shows a good

agreement with the recent report.27 Oxidisation also produces Ga2Se3 and Ga2O3 which can be

detected by Raman at 150 cm-1 and at 233 cm-1, respectively.27 These two peaks at 150 cm-1 and

at 233 cm-1 are not clearly visible in our Raman measurements. The a-Se peak becomes promi-

nent due to oxidisation whereas intensities of other GaSe peaks reduce. Figure 2(f) shows that the

Raman mode at 253 cm-1 is undetectable within two weeks of ambient condition, whereas within

five months the peak at 253 cm-1 becomes quite prominent. Thin flakes oxidise entirely compared
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to the thicker ones over a certain period of time. Unlike GaTe, ambient oxidisation is rather slow

in GaSe. In order to enhance the oxidisation process, laser was used to oxidise GaSe intentionally.

The change of Raman modes due to laser assisted oxidisation is shown in Figure 2(h), where the

intensity ratio of the mode at 253 cm-1 to that at 136 cm-1 increase with the number of laser exposure

(1 to 4). This reveals that the peaks developed at 253 cm-1 and 234 cm-1 are due to the oxidisation

of GaSe. No PL is detected from GaTe (thickness 220 nm) after one week of ambient oxidisa-

tion, as plotted in Figure 2(c). On the other hand, the PL remains quite intense in GaSe (thickness

50 nm) even after two weeks of ambient oxidisation although it disappears in five months, as can

be seen in Figure 2(g). Oxidation produces layers of both metal and tellurium oxides on the GaTe

surface.31 Metallic Te shows Raman peaks at 123 cm-1 and 140 cm-1, which is in agreement with

previous report (peaks at 122 cm-1 and 141 cm☞1 32). Raman peaks at 122 cm-1, 149 cm-1, 174 cm-1,

and 196 cm☞1 originating from TeO2 have also been reported32 which is not that prominent in our

case.

Freshly cleaved GaTe and GaSe showing atomically smooth surface are presented in Figure 3(a)

and Figure 3(d), respectively. Roughness (Ra) increases from 0.14 to 1.70 nm in a year due to the

ambient oxidisation of GaSe (thickness 12 nm) as shown in Figure 3(e). However, the one-year-old

GaTe shows a surface as smooth as the freshly cleaved samples. The freshly cleaved GaTe (thickness

220 nm) has a roughness of 0.08 nm and the roughness remains unchanged over the year exposed

in ambient condition shown in Figure 3(b). Figure 3(c) shows AFM cross-sections taken from the

blue dashed line A-A′ in image (a) and green dashed line B-B′ in image (b) showing their roughness

from freshly cleaved and a year old GaTe. Figure 3(f) shows AFM cross-sections taken from the blue

dashed line A-A′ in image (d) and green dashed line B-B′ in image (e) showing their roughness from

freshly cleaved and a year old GaSe. Change of roughness is much higher in GaSe than in GaTe after

air exposure in the same time frame.

A 50-nm-thick Al2O3 layer was deposited by ALD on mechanically exfoliated GaTe and GaSe,

where they show no evidence of ambient oxidisation even after six weeks of air exposure. Raman

spectra and PL as a function of time (one day to six weeks) of ALD encapsulated GaTe are shown in

Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), respectively. Similarity, Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d) present results from

FIG. 3. Surface roughness of GaTe and GaSe as a function of time. AFM images and their cross-sections used to determine

their surface roughness from freshly cleaved and a year old GaTe and GaSe. (a) Freshly cleaved and (b) a year old of GaTe

flake. (c) AFM cross-sections taken from the blue dashed line A-A′ in image (a) and green dashed line B-B′ in image (b)

showing their roughness from freshly cleaved and a year old GaTe. (d) Freshly cleaved and (e) a year old of GaSe flake. (f)

AFM cross-sections taken from the blue dashed line A-A′ in image (d) and green dashed line B-B′ in image (e) showing their

roughness from freshly cleaved and a year old GaSe.
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FIG. 4. Raman spectra of GaTe and GaSe encapsulated by 50 nm ALD Al2O3 as function of time. Raman spectra and PL of

ALD encapsulated GaTe (a and b, respectively) and GaSe (c and d, respectively) in different times (one day to six weeks).

GaSe. The peak at 233 cm-1, which may have generated from partly oxidised GaSe (i.e. Ga2O3) is

not that prominent in our Raman spectrum. The ALD encapsulated samples do not oxidise in ambient

air within six weeks of observation.

FIG. 5. 50 nm ALD on GaTe and GaSe as a function of laser assisted annealing. Oxidised peaks are practically undetectable

from both GaTe (a) and GaSe (b). The peak intensities were almost invariant even with several laser exposures in both materials

(c) and (d).
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Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) show Raman spectrum from 50 nm ALD encapsulated GaTe and

GaSe, respectively, as a function of laser assisted annealing. 50 nm ALD Al2O3 passivated surface

shows no change in Raman peaks, hence no evidence of material degradation. Raman spectrum

remains the same as the freshly cleaved ones even after several Raman spectra were taken from the

same position, which reveals that there is no laser assisted oxidisation with 50 nm ALD encapsulated

flakes, whereas without ALD laser assisted annealing results in significant degradation. Figure 5(c)

and Figure 5(d) show the invariant Raman peaks for both materials with several measurements.

Binding energy of Ga 2p3/2 of freshly cleaved GaSe is 1117.5 eV.33 Binding energy of Ga 2p3/2

of freshly cleaved GaSe increases from 1117.5 eV to 1118.1 eV within one month of exposure in

air, and it remains at the same position for three months of air exposure, as observed in Figure 6(a).

This upward shift can be interpreted as partial oxidation of the surface. Reference values for gallium

oxide vary from 1117.5 to 1119.0 eV.34 Figure 6(b) shows, in the freshly cleaved GaSe, the Se 3d

peak is observed at 54.7 eV, which can originate either from elemental Se34 or GaSe.35 After one

month in air the Se 3d peak remains at the original position but after three months in air the peak

shifts to 59.2 eV, which is a typical value for an oxide.

Figure 6(c) compares the Ga 2p3/2 XPS spectra of (1) a freshly cleaved surface of GaTe, (2) the

same surface exposed to atmosphere for a month, and (3) for three months. In the freshly cleaved

GaTe, the Ga 2p peak at 1117.8 eV which can be interpreted as GaTe.36 After one month in ambient

condition the Ga 2p peak shifts to 1118.3 eV, and after three months to 1118.6 eV. This upward

shift can be interpreted as an oxidation of the surface. A value of 1118.4 eV for oxide has already

been reported.36 The Te 3d peak consists of two separate features. The peak around 573 eV repre-

sents GaTe and the other at 576 eV represents tellurium oxide.36 The binding energy for elemental

Te is only slightly smaller than that of GaTe.36 In the freshly cleaved GaTe only a small fraction

(10%) of Te is oxidised but its relative amount increases in the air; after one month it is already

30% and after three months 44%, as shown in Figure 6(d). XPS shows clear evidence of ambient

oxidation of the material surfaces which is consistent with the established Raman fingerprint of this

study.

FIG. 6. XPS spectra of both GaSe and GaTe. Energy shifts to higher energy upon atmospheric exposure indicates oxidisation

in both materials. XPS spectra of binding energy of Ga 3p of GaSe (a) and GaTe (c) during ambient oxidisation includes

freshly cleaved (green), one month (blue) and three months (red) old samples. Spectrum of binding energy of Se 3d of GaSe

(b) and Te 3d of GaTe (d) during ambient oxidisation (freshly cleaved, one month and three months old).
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We have established a Raman fingerprint of GaTe and GaSe to evaluate their crystalline qual-

ity especially in relation to material oxidation. As many other two-dimensional materials, gallium

chalcogenides such as GaTe and GaSe are unstable materials as they oxidise in ambient condition.

Oxidisation is a rapid process in case of GaTe whereas GaSe is less susceptible to oxidation. XPS

results confirm our Raman analysis. Our results further emphasize that the surface passivation with

ALD Al2O3 is beneficial to inhibit atmospheric degradation of two-dimensional gallium chalco-

genides. Hereby, it is vital to understand the oxidation process as then the device fabrication process

and be designed accordingly. Additionally, it is also highly beneficial to have a straight forward

method to evaluate material quality. The Raman fingerprint established in this study is therefore

highly useful in this regard.

Sample preparation: Few-layer flakes of GaTe and GaSe were obtained by mechanical cleaving

from a bulk single crystal, where both of the materials were grown by the Bridgman method. Utiliz-

ing adhesive tape, exfoliation was carried out in ambient air. Flakes were deposited on an oxidised

silicon substrate with an oxide thickness of 285 nm. Few-layer flakes were identified using opti-

cal microscopy, and the flake thickness and surface morphology were determined by atomic force

microscopy (AFM).

Raman spectroscopy: A confocal scanning micro-Raman system with 514 nm green and 633

nm red lasers were used to measure samples at room temperature in ambient air utilizing ∼6 mW of

514 nm and ∼3 mW of 633 nm laser coupled to 100×/0.95 NA air objective resulting in a spot size of

∼1 µm. The accumulation time 5s was used to acquire the Raman spectra of the time dependent mea-

surements. Raman and photoluminescence (PL) spectra were simultaneously recorded. Initially, the

measurements were carried out within a few hours after mechanical cleaving to avoid any degradation

of the samples. Later, time dependent measurements were carried out in order to spot the spectral

differences due to oxidisation for both the materials. The spectra were averaged from five measure-

ments in the different regions. The oxidation spectral dependence of the Raman signal according to

sample thickness was also observed. Time dependent measurements were also carried out for ALD

encapsulated samples. No spectral dependence of the Raman signal on ALD encapsulated samples in

the same region were observed in both cases. Controlled experimental procedures, such as avoiding

exposure to high laser power, were employed to minimize possible degradation of GaTe and GaSe.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy: We used a Kratos Axis Ultra for the X-ray Photoemission

Spectroscopy (XPS). The measurements were performed with monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV)

source. We started the measurements with XPS imaging using Ga 2p peak and selected the measure-

ment positions based on the images to minimize the contribution from the support material. The XPS

spectra were recorded with an analysis spot diameter of 55 µm and 27 µm. The pass energy was

20 eV. XPS was employed to investigate ambient oxidation of the crystals.

Atomic layer deposition: Atomic layer deposition is technique that can produce thin films. ALD

processes vapour phase chemicals in a cyclic in self-saturating fashion. The operation of ALD is

based on the sequential use of a precursor gas or vapour phase chemicals. The source vapours are

pulsed into the reactor which results in a unique self-limiting film growth. The deposition continues

to repeat the cyclic procedure until appropriate film thickness is achieved. 50 nm-thick Al2O3 was

deposited instantly on mechanically exfoliated GaTe (GaSe) to avoid atmospheric degradation. The

thickness of 50 nm with a deposition temperature 3000C was chosen to have an excellent quality of

ALD.
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